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Abstract: 
 

           In this research we studied the effect of the atomic number on some atomic 

properties for systems have two electrons but different in atomic numbers like He-

atom(Z=2) , H
-
-ion (Z=1) and Li

+
-ion (Z=3)  . 

          We observed  that the correlation energy increasing with increased atomic 

number , where the results are (-0.48793, -2.85316 and  -7.23632) .The comparison 

with the experimental results we found good agreement . 

         All properties studied in this research  were checked according to the 

normalization condition and we the atomic unit  were used .  

 

 

 تأثير العدد الذري على الخواص الذرية للهليوم والايونات الشبيهة دراسة

 شيماء عواد كاظم الشبلي  

 قسم الفيزياء –كلية العلوم  –جامعة الكوفة 

 الخلاصة :

لنظام يمتلك الكترونيين ولكن يختلف  الذريةتأثير العدد الذري على بعض الخواص  درسنافي هذا البحث            

H, ايون)  Z=2)( حيث )Heري مثل ذرة) في العدد الذ
-

 )(Z=1)    وايونLi
+

 (Z=3)  . 

-2.85316-,0.48793-,) حيثثث تثثح م حظثثة طيثثادة رابثثة التثثرابد بايثثادة العثثدد الثثذري , حيثثث  انثث  النتثثا  

 مع النتا   العملية وجدنا تقارب   بير . ةوعند المقارن(  7.23632

حثثدات وروسثثة طثثبا  بالاعتمثثاد علثثى  ثثرر العياريثثة م ثثتخدمين ال ثثل الخثثواص المدلابثثد مثثن اة ثثارة  لثثى  ن 

 الذرية.
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Introduction: 

   The Hartree-Fock (HF) tomic 

 wavefunctions are independent 

particle-model approximations to non-

relativistic Schrödinger equation for 

stationary states . For any system is 

mathematical expression which 

describes the system properties as 

position, momentum, energy and 

etc.given by the  wave function 

[1]. )r,....r,r,r( n321 

        In the uncorrelated wave function 

approximation,each particle is assumed 

to move in only the average field of all 

the other particles of the system.  

       This kind of calculation uses 

approximation, that is called Hartree-

Fock approximation (HF).[2] 

For atoms with more than one 

electron, Schrödinger equation cannot 

be solved exactly. However, for heavy 

atom or molecule, the problem become 

more complicated by the presence of 

potential energy terms, which arise 

from the mutual repulsion between any 

two electrons. In practice the exact 

solution to Schrödinger equation for 

many-electron system is unobtainable. 

[3] 

The correlation problem is still 

a field of active research and many 

methods of analysing and studying the 

best correlation have been proposed for 

the last years, such as Sinanoğlu 

method .  [4] 

 

Theory: 

The Hamiltonian operator for 

many electron sestems  [3]: 

                                      

 

           where the first term represents 

the kinetic energy operator., the second 

term is the potential  energy for the 

attractions between the electrons and 

the nucleus of charge Z and the last 

term is the potential energy of the 

interelectronic repulsions. 

  The single determinant can be 

written as the antisymmetrized                          

of all occupied HF spin-orbital for 

atoms 

.                                                         

                                                          

                                          …(2) 

                                                          

  Where A is the antisymmetrized 

operator given by [5]: 

                                                               

                                                     … (3) 
        

                takes the values +1 and –1 

for even and odd permutation, P is any 

permutation of the electron, and the 

factor 
!N

1  introduced to ensure that 

the wavefunction is normalized. 

For our purpose the wavefunction can 

be written as                

...(4)                                                    

                                           

where the pair function mn

ijA  can be defined as 

[5]: 

                                                                    ...(5)              …. (5)   

and 
ijΠ  represents the product of all 

occupied HF-spin orbital except (m)i
 

and (n)j
. i and j represent spin orbital 

labels, also m and n referr to electron 

labels. 

The product )N...123(  in equation 

(5) can be defined as: 

                  …(6) 

           The Hartree-Fock spin-orbital 

 are designated by the numerals 

1,2,3…N starting with the lowest 

orbital with spin. Consequently all odd 
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integers for α spin and all even ones 

for β spin. 

Equation(5) can be expressed in terms 

of Slater determinant as follows: 

 

…(7) 

 

 

The HF or analytic self-

consistent field atomic wavefunction 

provides the un-correlated description 

of each atom.  

      For any atom or ion, the 

Hartree   -fock spatial orbital may         

    be written as [6]: 

…(8) 

 

represents the constant coefficient 

yield from the SCF method is the 
ic 

basis function as a standard normalized 

Slater-type orbital 
i  (STO’s), which 

is given by [6]:  

                                                    … (9)  

                                                              

represented the radial part of )r(Rn
 

the wavefunction and it 

given as 

…(10) 

mnN 
 the normalization constant given 

by[3]:  

…(11)                                     

                                                               

       …(12)                                     

                                                                

  is called slater type )(rSn   Where  

 ),(mY  orbital(STO’s) and 

represents the angular part of the 

wavefunction.  

 

Atomic properties: 

     The atomic properties are studied in 

this research are : 

 
1-One-particle radial densitydistrib - 

-ution function D(r1): 

  The radial density distribution 

 function Dij(r1) is a measure of the 

probability of finding an electron in 

each shell and it is defined as [7]:  

                                       …(13) 

     In each individual electronic 

shell, the two-particle radial density  

distribution function D(r1 r2)  is 

defined by [ 7]                                       

                                                    ... (14) 

                             

 

2- The inter-particle distribution 

function  f(r12) : 

 The inter-particle distribution function 

associated with the spin-orbital pair (i, 

j) is given by [8]: 

…(15) 

                                                

is the inter-particle distance . 12r  where  

3- One-particle expectation and 

inter-particle values: 

    The one-particle expectation 

value can be calculated from     [9]: 

…(16)                                                     

In case (n=0), one can calculate the 

Normalization condition                     

The inter-particle expectation 

values  can be calculated  from [10]: 

                          …(17)          

       The standard deviation of 

the distance of the test electron from 

the nucleus r1, is defined as [11]:  

                                                    …(18)  

     while the standard deviation 

of the inter electronicdistance of the 

two electrons, is defined as [12]: 

                                                  … (19) 

4- Energy expectation value <E> : 

    The energy expectation value 

associated with the Hamiltonian 

operator can be written as follows :[13] 

)N(....)2()1(
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E=<


H >= 


 dH           …(20)                                                                                                  

   

  for the N – electron system is given 

by :  


H  and 
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       Since E = T + Ven + Vee , equation 

( 21  ) is used to find the expectation 

values of the kinetic and potential 

energies ,and is given by :  

 dT
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Results and Discussion: 

  Table (1): Data of Hartree-Fock          

                   function for He ion-

electronic series                      

Part A: Data for H
-
- ion (Z=1)[13 ].  

 

C  n 

0.2733433 0.30 1 

0.5340164 07.0 1 

070.990.. 07.0 2 

0722990.0 1700 1 

-0.042995 1700 2 

 

  Part B: Data for He atom (Z=2)[ 14 ]. 

C  n 

0792.09 1.45286 1 

071900. 2.77954 1 

070092. .70.300 1 

Part C: Data for Li
+
- ion (Z=3)[ 14 ].     

                                

C  n 

079..0. 27.30.3 1 

071190. .7.000. 1 

0700202- 37.33.. 1 

0700..0 1700..0 1 

 

      We calculated One-particle radial 

density distribution function D(r1) for 

two electron systems in the K-shell by 

using equation (13) and the results 

indicated in table (2) and fig. (1) . 

From these results we noted that the 

maximum values of D(r) increases as 

atomic number increases also positions 

of these values are contract toward the 

nucleus as atomic number increases  

because the nuclear charge effect 

increases , In addition to these, when 

(r=0) , D(r1)=0 , that means that the 

electron is not found in the nucleus  

,when r1 =  then D(r1)=0 ,that means 

the electron is not found out the atom . 

 

Table(2): Values of positions and         

          maximum values of One-particle 

       radial density distribution function 

                                 

Atom or ion D(r1) r1 

H
- 

07023 170 

He 07931 073 

Li
+ 

170.0 07. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
     Fig. (1) :The One-particle radial density 

                 distribution function for He iso- 

                  electronic series. 

    

      Tables (3) and (4) represented The 

one-particle expectation and the inter-

particle expectation values for different 

values of n (-2,-1,0,1,2) are calculated 

by using equations (16) and (17) 

respectively , Also we calculated the 

standard deviation of the distance of 

the test electron from the nucleus r1 

and the standard deviation of the inter 

H
- 

He 

Li
+ 

D(r1) 

r1 
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electronic distance of the two electrons 

by using equations (17) and (18) 

respectively .From these results we 

observed that as atomic number 

increases the values of <r1
n
> , <r12

n
>  

increase for n negative values and 

inverse for n positive values. Also for 

all systems the standard deviation 

values 1r  and 12r   decrease as 

atomic number increases because the 

attraction force are increased . 

 
 

      Table(3) : Values of one-particle expectation and standard deviation . 

 

Atom or 

ion 

2r 
1r 

0r 
1r 

2r r 

H
- 

1.4114.4 4.715611 1.4415.7 2.5274. ..612252 1.12513 

He 5..11143 1.714746 4...4477 0.919112 1.17.5111 4.57.17 

Li
+ 

14..1473 2.71634 4...... 4.56236 4.44531 4.34341 

 
Table(4) : Values of inter-particle expectation and standard deviation.  

 

Atom or 

ion 

2

12


r 

1

12


r 

0

12r 
1

12r 
2

12r 
12r 

H
- 

4.2.425 4.3.564 1.4431. 3.61425 1..45554 2.27744 

He 1.12112 1.4174. 4..1116 1.34115 2.32514 4.62426 

Li
+ 

4.6274. 1.75174 4.....6 4.13134 4.1.474 4.43341 

 

         Fig (2) represented the relation 

between inter – particle distribution 

function and the inter distance for 

electrons , From this we observed that 

the maximum values of inter – particle 

distribution function increases as 

atomic number increases also The 

positions of these  values approach to 

the nucleus as Z increases because the 

nuclear charge effect is increased 
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             Fig. (2) :The inter-particle density        

             distribution function for He iso-

electronic series                  

 

Energy expectation is 

calculated by using equation  ( 20 ). In 

addition to calculate the kinetic and 

potential energies by using the 

equations ( 22)and (23) respectively. 

     These values are tabulated 

in table (5 ) for two – electrons system 

also we compared the energy 

expectation value results with the 

experimental results . 
 

Table( 5):Expectation values of the Potential energy <V >, Kinetic energy < T >and Total energy <E> . 

 

Atom or ion < V > < T > < E > 

H
- 

Present work -0.97588 0.48793 -0.48793 

Ref.[13 ] _ _ -0.4880 

He 
Present work -5.70638 2.85316 -2.85316 

Ref.[14 ] -5.7233 2.86168 -2.86168 

Li
+ 

Present work -14.47264 7.23632 -7.23632 

Ref.[14 ] 14.46273- 7.23621 -7.23621 

 

Conclusions : 

1-As Z increases the maximum values 

of inter – particle distribution function 

f(r12) and the one – paricle radial 

density distribution function D(r) are 

increased .  

1121  nn rr2-When n=0, 

     represents the normalization 

     condition                           

 

3-The positions of these maximum 

values decreases as Z increases . 

As Z increases the values of <r1
n
> and 

<r12
n
>  increases for n negative values 

and decreases  for n positive values . 

4-For all systems the standard 

deviation values 1r  decrease[ as Z 

increases . 

5- As Z increases , all the energies are 

increased for all systems . 
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